
TTC Timmler Technology

GRATING DESIGN

SWIMMING POOL GRATINGS 
Safe, resilient 
and easy to handle



GRATING TYPES
Technical specifications

TTC SRVA.Q TTC SRVA.L

SWIMMING POOL GRATINGS
Stainless steel
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Bar run: Transverse

Grating type:  Rigid

Surface:  Stainless steel, pickled, electropolished, 
 sandblasted; with or without punch holes

Slip prevention: With punch holes:
 slip-proof in accordance to DIN 51097, 
  classification level B, inclination angle ≥ 24°, 
 tested by the Institut der Säurefliesner- 
 Vereinigung (Research and Advisory Institute  
 for Wall and Floor Coverings)

 Without punch holes (customer request):
 lower slip-prevention

Corners:  Mitre-joint corners, bends, blunt corners

Application:  Swimming pools and whirlpools  
 with overflow channels

Walkable: Barefoot

Bar run: Longitudinal

Grating type:  Rigid

Surface:  Stainless steel, pickled, electropolished, 
 sandblasted; with or without punch holes

Slip prevention: With punch holes:
 slip-proof in accordance to DIN 51097, 
  classification level B, inclination angle ≥ 24°, 
 tested by the Institut der Säurefliesner- 
 Vereinigung (Research and Advisory Institute  
 for Wall and Floor Coverings)

 Without punch holes (customer request):
 lower slip-prevention

Corners:  Mitre-joint corners, bends, blunt corners

Application:  Swimming pools and whirlpools  
 with overflow channels

Walkable: Barefoot

Constr. height: Frame height 22 mm, 
 Total height 34 mm

Height Bar spacing Bar width max. width
22 mm 8 mm 11 mm 300 mm

Height Bar spacing Bar width max. width
22 mm 8 mm 11 mm 500 mm

Transverse grating made of stainless steel Longitudinal grating made of stainless steel

TTC Timmler Technology



STAINLESS STEEL GRATINGS
for swimming pools and whirlpools with overflow channels

SWIMMING POOL GRATINGS
Stainless steel
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PLASTIC GRATINGS

SWIMMING POOL GRATINGS
Plastic
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TTC SRR TTC SRS

Bar run: Transverse

Grating type:  Flexible/rollable or rigid

Surface:  Premium, high-impact strength plastic feat. 
 UV absorbency; non-corrosive, resistant  
 to chlorine, sea water and spa water;  
 rounded safety profile seal

Slip prevention: Slip-proof in accordance to DIN 51097, 
 classification level C, inclination angle ≥ 24°, 
 tested by the Institut der Säurefliesner- 
 Vereinigung (Research and Advisory Institute  
 for Wall and Floor Coverings)

Corners:  Mitre-joint corners, bends, blunt corners

Application:  Swimming pools and whirlpools  
 with overflow channels

Walkable: Barefoot

Colours:  standard: white (similar to RAL 9010), beige 
 (similar to RAL 1001), grey (similar  to RAL 
 7032), yellow (similar to RAL 1018); other  
 colours upon request

Bar run: Longitudinal

Grating type:  Rigid

Surface:  Premium, high-impact strength plastic feat. 
 UV absorbency; non-corrosive, resistant  
 to chlorine, sea water and spa water;  
 rounded safety profile seal

Slip prevention: Slip-proof in accordance to DIN 51097, 
 classification level C, inclination angle ≥ 24°, 
 tested by the Institut der Säurefliesner- 
 Vereinigung (Research and Advisory Institute  
 for Wall and Floor Coverings)

Corners:  Mitre-joint corners, bends, blunt corners

Application:  Swimming pools and whirlpools  
 with overflow channels

Walkable: Barefoot

Colours:  standard: white (similar to RAL 9010), beige 
 (similar to RAL 1001), grey (similar  to RAL 
 7032), yellow (similar to RAL 1018); other  
 colours upon request

Height Bar spacing Bar width max. width
22 mm 8 mm 10 mm 300 mm
25 mm 8 mm 10 mm 360 mm
27 mm 8 mm 10 mm 380 mm
35 mm 8 mm 10 mm 500 mm

Height Bar spacing Bar width max. width
22 mm 8 mm 10 mm 300 mm
25 mm 8 mm 10 mm 340 mm
27 mm 8 mm 10 mm 340 mm
35 mm 8 mm 10 mm 340 mm

Transverse flexible or rigid grating made of plastic Longitudinal rigid grating made of plastic
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TTC Timmler Technology



Advantages at a glance
→ Optimized slip prevention according to DIN 51097 using 
  fluted and rippled profiles, classification level C

→ Non-corrosive and hygienic

→ Durable UV absorbency, resistant to chlorine, sea/spa water

→ Transverse and longitudinal bars

→ Mitre-joint corners, bends, blunt corners

→ Easy to handle

→ Channel width from 100 to 500 mm freely bridgeable

HOMOGENEOUS GRATINGS
[Interior/Exterior]
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STAINLESS STEEL AND PLASTIC GRATINGS
for swimming pools and whirlpools with overflow channels

SWIMMING POOL GRATINGS
Safe, resilient and easy to handle

TTC Timmler Technology



TTC Timmler Technology

TTC Timmler Technology GmbH

Christian-Schäfer-Str. 8 | D-53881 Flamersheim
Tel +49(0)2255 921-0 | Fax +49(0)2255 921-500
info@ttc-technology.eu | www.ttc-technology.eu

Developing innovative solutions
for new buildings and redevelopment projects
in close co-operation with architects and planners
Assisting architects and planners to develop customized solutions during the planning phase 
is just one of the strengths of TTC Timmler Technology.
TTC supplies intelligent buildings technology for contemporary residential and work environ-
ments: LED lights, innovative air conditioning systems, design-oriented façade components 
and gratings for both interior and exterior applications. Our know-how and many years 
experience let you combine modern design, energy efficiency and economic viability. 
Whatever your technical requirements, we design customized solutions consisting of standard 
components or tailor-made components, produced to your specifications.

Kind to the environment and economically viable
People and the environment are at the heart of TTC’s philosophy. We develop natural air 
conditioning systems that are both energy and cost efficient.

Multi-functionality
Use our know-how to enhance your design
Multi-functionality is a particularly strong point of TTC buildings technology. To name just a 
few examples:

• LED Lightdesign – As with TTC gratings you can also use TTC Lighttools in our mainte-
nance platforms to create a stunning illumination and to put your design into the »lime-
light«. The options TTC Lightdesign is offering are as versatile as your ideas: From Façade 
space lights, Power LEDs, LED light lines and tiles to wall washers – with individual designs 
and a wide range of materials we can deliver customized solutions for your projects. 

• TTC Modultherm is the ideal system to noiseless air condition whole buildings cost         
efficiently, using the natural force of gravity.

• TTC Chilled Beams ensure an air conditioning with high comfort an very low noise in 
working areas. In arrangement with the architect chilled beams add themselves into the 
design of the ceiling.

• TTC Floorunits with different functionalities of heating, cooling and ventilation provide the 
free view through space high glass façades. These products combine design with func-
tionality an energy efficiency.

• Homogeneous grating systems allow a seamless transition between the interior and the 
exterior design of a building. On the inside TTC Under Floor systems provide solutions for 
all your heating, cooling and ventilation requirements and on the outside they comple-
ment the TTC Façade Drainage systems.

• Filigree sun protection systems on the façade provide openness and transparency.


